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Double gap geometry for pressure cell D400/300
Cornelia Küchenmeister-Lehrheuer and Jint Nijman, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Material Characterization Products, Germany

A new measuring geometry for the
pressure cell D400/300, which extends
the measuring range down to lower
viscosities, is now available. This double
gap cylindrical geometry PZ DG 34 Ti,
as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1,
consists of two parts. The inner
part - designed as an insert – is at
the same time the bottom lid of the
pressure cell and is equipped with
two ports: One port for filling the
sample into the cell and one port for
adapting a temperature sensor to
monitor the temperature of the sample
during the measurement.
The rotating upper part of the mea-
suring geometry (the rotor) is sup-
ported by two sapphire bearings
within the pressure cell. The inner
magnet of the magnet-coupling is
mounted on the rotor. The inner
magnet is driven by the outer magnet,
which is mounted on the drive shaft
of the measuring head of the
rheometer.
All the main parts of pressure cell
(i.e. the main body of the cell and
the upper lid) as well as the mea-
suring geometry (i.e. the rotor and
the bottom lid of the cell) are made
out of titanium. Other parts of the
pressure cell which may come in
contact with the sample (e.g. ports,
port-adapters, the rupture disk unit,
pressure and temperature sensor,
etc.) are NOT made out of titanium.
However, these parts can be ordered
in special titanium versions when
needed.
The inner gap of the double gap mea-
suring geometry is 1.6 mm. There-
fore suspensions with particle sizes
up to 0.5 mm can be measured. The
double gap measuring geometry is
especially designed for measuring
low-viscous samples under pressures
up to 400 bar and temperatures up
to 300 °C. Typical oil industry sam-
ples are low-viscous crude oil, drilling
fluids, drilling muds. In the food
industry this cell is used for simulating
production or conservation processes
of dairy products.
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Fig. 1: Double gap geometry

Order iOrder iOrder iOrder iOrder informationnformationnformationnformationnformation
222-2016 Double gap cylinder geo-
                  metry PZ DG34 Ti for
                  pressure cell D400/300

Necessary accessories:
222-1706 Pressure cell D400/300
                (up to 400 bar and 300°C),
                  made of titanium, for
                  HAAKE rheometers:
                 MARS, RheoStress 6000
                 or predecessor models

Fig. 2: Double gap geometry PZ DG34 Ti
consisting of the lower part / bottom lid of
the cup (left) and rotor / upper part (right)

The dimensions of the new double
gap geometry are:
R1 = 10.35 mm
(radius of the insert),
R2 = 11.95 mm
(inner radius of the rotor),
R3 = 16.90 mm
(outer radius of the rotor),
R4 = 19.50 mm
(inner radius of the measuring cup)
and
L1 = 67.60 mm
(height of the inner measuring gap),
L2 = 80.00 mm
(height of the outer measuring gap).
The following geometry factors were
calculated from these dimensions:
MFactor = 8.020 (1/s) / (rad/s) and
AFactor = 4897 Pa/Nm.
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